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SAAC Overview 

 

The CNM Student Academic Assessment Committee (SAAC) is a faculty-led team whose primary charge 

is to provide a consistent process for documenting and reporting learning outcomes and actions taken as a 

result of assessment. SAAC is also responsible for facilitating a periodic review of the learning outcomes 

associated with the CNM General Education Core Curriculum.  

 

SAAC voting members typically include two faculty representatives from each of the six instructional 

schools. In the fall of 2017, however, due to faculty reassignments between schools, SAAC agreed to 

permit schools to have more than two representatives. Since the votes of the representatives of a school 

are combined, each school still has only one vote regardless of the number of representatives. 

 

Non-voting members include one representative each from the College Curriculum Committee (CCC), the 

Cooperative for Teaching and Learning (CTL), Deans Council, and the Office of Planning and Institutional 

Effectiveness (OPIE). In the fall of 2017, an additional non-voting OPIE representative was brought in to 

manage newly purchased assessment software.  

 

The committee is typically led by two co-chairs, one representing the ‘career technical’ schools of Applied 

Technologies; Business & Information Technology; and Health, Wellness & Public Safety and the other 

representing the ‘non-career-technical’ schools of Communications, Humanities & Social Sciences; Math, 

Science & Engineering; and Adult & General Education. Jessica Mills and Nathan Saline have been 

serving as co-chairs for the 2016-2017 and the 2017-2018 academic years. 

 

During the 2016-2017 academic year, SAAC held ten meetings, getting together on a more-or-less 

triweekly basis. Committee membership details, bylaws, processes, and minutes are available in the SAAC 

team site in SharePoint. 

 

Summary of Committee Activities 

 

The 2016-2017 academic year was largely devoted to providing input to the Statewide General Education 

Review Steering Committee and updating a fit-gap analysis to support an RFP for assessment software. 

The committee also evaluated the general education review process that had been conducted the prior year 

and made minor revisions to ensure ample opportunities for faculty feedback each time the committee’s 

proposals are revised. 

 

SAAC Co-chair Nathan Saline served as a member of the statewide committee charged with developing a 

skill-based general education transfer core. Mr. Saline regularly updated SAAC on the committee’s 

progress. He also invited another CNM representative to the statewide committee, David Valdes, to attend 

a SAAC meeting to discuss an early model. As the model developed, several SAAC members posted 

comments on a website through which the statewide committee sought feedback. SAAC had significant 

concerns about the model’s implications for assessment across the state, and in the fall of 2017, several 

SAAC members provided feedback during a ‘road show’ forum. SAAC ultimately expressed these 

concerns in a joint letter to the statewide committee and was pleased to find the committee responsive to 

the letter. 

 

An RFP for assessment software was posted in the spring of 2017. Several SAAC members served on the 

selection team, and a contract was signed in the summer of 2017. Implementation work began in the 

summer with the expectation of going live in the fall term. 
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The software representatives pressed to provide the two days of on-campus training that had been agreed 

to as soon as possible in the fall term. They sent three representatives to CNM on September 28 and 29. 

Seventy-three faculty and academic administrators attended the training sessions, which focused entirely 

on a platform designed for developing and administering assessments, creating portfolios, and managing 

field experiences. Only later did SAAC learn that assessment reporting is done in a completely separate 

platform that does not ‘communicate’ at all with the other platform, and no training had been provided for 

that platform. (The OPIE SAAC representative and software manager, therefore, began offering training 

sessions for reporters in January of 2018.)  

 

Due to the factors below, implementation was not completed during the fall 2017 term: 

 

 The vendor’s reorganization interfering with delivery of timely support services. 

 An unusually high software implementation load within CNM’s Information Technology Services 

(ITS) department, making it difficult for that department to allocate sufficient coding and project 

management resources. 

 A discovery that CNM’s program student learning outcomes were not accessible in a central 

location, leading to additional work in collecting and verifying SLOs for upload. 

 

In late November, 2017, a consultant was hired through ITS to work on the programming needed to 

automate the data feed from Banner, the goal being to complete the automation prior to the winter break. 

However, the consultant had difficulty getting the script to work with the vendor’s application program 

interface, and the vendor was non-responsive to the consultant’s requests for support. Completion of this 

project is still pending as of the writing of this report (February of 2018), though ITS has assigned a project 

manager, who is attempting to bring about a successful resolution. The vendor has recently assigned a 

project manager and a technical expert to support CNM with the implementation. 

 

Assessment Reporting 

 

SAAC continued to use a spreadsheet to track its progress in collecting assessment reports. This is expected 

to be the last year in which the Microsoft Word forms are used for reporting. Pending the successful 

implementation of the assessment software discussed above, all 2017-18 reporting will be done in the new 

assessment reporting platform. 

 

Due by October 15, annual reports were expected for a total of 173 programs/areas (degree and certificate 

programs, general education areas, and non-degree disciplines). As was the case the prior two years, a 

majority of reports came in after the due date. By February of 2018, 167 reports had been received, up 

from 152 the prior year and representing a 97% completion rate (up from 95% the prior year).  

 

Many programs and areas were due to submit new five-year assessment cycle plans. Within the general 

education areas, however, uncertainty caused by the ongoing statewide discussion about revising the New 

Mexico General Education Core Course Transfer Curriculum prompted SAAC to suggest that only minor 

changes be made to existing general education cycle plans to accommodate for approximately three years 

the student learning outcomes that CNM had adopted from the state transfer core just prior to the 

governor’s announcement of the plan to revise the core. By the end of the fall term of 2017, 85 up-to-date 

cycle plans were in place for 49% of the programs/areas expected to report (down from 97% the prior 

year). In the new assessment reporting platform being implemented, the assessment plans and annual 

assessment reports will be combined such that updates to plans will be required in order to complete 

reports. 
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SAAC school representatives review submitted reports before forwarding them for online posting. When 

revisions are needed, the SAAC representatives provide guidance to the reporters. For this purpose, some 

SAAC representatives provided feedback to reporters using a voluntary assessment report rubric 

previously piloted as a feedback form and later made available to reporters for self-assessment. This rubric 

has been built into the online review process in the new reporting platform. 

 

The revised form to be used for 2016-2017 reporting included a new section in which reporters were asked 

to check the boxes indicating which types of changes were planned from the list shown below. 

Approximately half of the reports were submitted using the revised form, the remainder being prepared on 

the prior year’s form. Therefore, an OPIE Work Study student was asked to transfer the content of those 

submitted on the outdated form to the new form and check the boxes for the new section based on the 

narrative provided in the section “Action Plan in Support of Student Learning.” The following totals and 

percentages, therefore, are based in part on the student’s categorization and tallying of the changes 

described. 

 

Type of Action Planned    No. Programs       % of Total 

Pedagogical change     9    5%  

Course revision    24  14%  

Process revision    18  10%  

Curricular revision   33  19%  

Budgetary reallocations     7    4%  

Faculty training/development  25  14%  

Assessment criteria revision  28  16%  

Assessment methodology revision 26  15% 

Unduplicated Totals:               106  61% 

 

Similarly, suggestions made in the assessment reports were compiled and reported in a single document. 

Suggestions were offered in 17% of reports received (30), with some including more than one suggestion. 

Approximately one-third of these offered suggestions having budget-related implications. (For the deans’ 

use, columns were provided for budget notes.) Other suggestion themes included curricular modifications 

and faculty development. 

 

Compilations of changes and suggestions were sent to Deans Council to inform budget planning for 2018-

2019. They were also distributed to the SAAC membership and made available to all CNM employees via 

the SAAC team site in SharePoint. In the future, it is expected that these compilations will be generated 

by reporting features in the assessment reporting software. 

 

The Year Ahead 

 

SAAC members Jessica Mills and Nathan Saline were re-elected to serve as co-chairs for another year. 

For the coming year, SAAC plans to:  

 Implement new reporting processes associated with the new assessment reporting platform, 

providing guidance as needed to reporters. 

 Provide faculty guidance in how to use the new assessment software to develop centralized, 

automated, Blackboard-embedded assessments. 

 If the New Mexico Higher Education Department announces a new general education transfer core 

to go into effect in 2019, as has been projected, SAAC will need to facilitate an out-of-cycle CNM 

general education review. 


